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The online knapsack problem is a classic online resource allocation problem in networking and operations
research. Its basic version studies how to pack online arriving items of di�erent sizes and values into a
capacity-limited knapsack. In this paper, we study a general version that includes item departures, while also
consideringmultiple knapsacks andmulti-dimensional item sizes. We design a threshold-based online algorithm
and prove that the algorithm can achieve order-optimal competitive ratios. Beyond worst-case performance
guarantees, we also aim to achieve near-optimal average performance under typical instances. Towards this
goal, we propose a data-driven online algorithm that learns within a policy-class that guarantees a worst-case
performance bound. In trace-driven experiments, we show that our data-driven algorithm outperforms other
benchmark algorithms in an application of online knapsack to job scheduling for cloud computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The online knapsack problem (OKP) is a classic online algorithms problem that studies how to
pack arriving items of di�erent sizes and values to capacity-limited knapsacks. It models an
online decision-making process where one provider allocates resources (i.e., knapsack capacity)
to sequentially arriving customers (i.e., items) to maximize the total return. OKP has been widely
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used in networking and operations research applications, such as online job scheduling in cloud
computing [32], online routing of virtual circuits [6], admission control in 5G mobile network
slicing [25], online electric vehicle charging in smart grids [27], online hotel booking in revenue
management [16], online bidding in repeated auctions [5], and beyond.

In the most basic version of OKP, there is only one knapsack, and each item is characterized by its
value and one-dimensional (scalar) size. The problem is to irrevocably decide whether to admit each
item upon its arrival with the goal of maximizing the total values of admitted items while respecting
the capacity of the knapsack. The sequence of items can only be revealed one-by-one and may
even be adversarial. From this basic version, a wide array of generalizations have been considered.
Three important extensions are: (i) the online multiple knapsack (OMK) problem, where there exist
multiple knapsacks and the decision becomes whether to admit each item, and which knapsack the
item should be assigned to if admitted; (ii) the online multi-dimensional knapsack (OMdK) problem,
where each item has a multi-dimensional (vector) size and the decision is whether to admit each
item while simultaneously respecting multi-dimensional capacity limits; (iii) the online knapsack
with departures (OKD) problem, where arriving items depart after �nite time duration.
The most general form of OKP includes all three of these extensions: online multiple, multi-

dimensional knapsacks with departures. It is this version that is most applicable to the applications
listed above. For example, in the case of online cloud job scheduling, jobs have multi-dimensional
requirements (e.g., computing, memory), there are multiple knapsacks, i.e., VM servers, and jobs
depart after receiving the desired amount of service. Similarly, the application of online hotel
booking also requires all three extensions. Di�erent hotels correspond to multiple knapsacks, each
with multiple types of rooms (e.g., single/double room). Then a new order requests to book a certain
numbers of di�erent room types (e.g., one single room and one double room for three people)
and stay for a given duration. However, there currently do not exist algorithms with provable
guarantees for this general setting. Providing the �rst such algorithm is the goal of this paper.
More speci�cally, OKP has been extensively studied under the framework of competitive anal-

ysis [27–29, 32, 33] with the goal of designing online algorithms that can achieve the minimal
competitive ratio, which is the worst-case ratio of values obtained by the o�ine algorithm in
hindsight and the online algorithm. It is well-known that even the most basic OKP has unbounded
competitive ratios [23]. Thus, this line of research aims to achieve competitive ratios that depend
on setup information, such as the numbers of knapsacks and dimensions, knapsack capacities, etc.
Optimal online algorithms have been designed for the classic OKP [32, 33] and OMK [27, 33] settings,
both achieving a competitive ratio of ⇥(ln\ ), where \ is the �uctuation of the item value density
(i.e., the maximum value-to-size ratio). More recently, OMdK was shown to have a competitive ratio
of $ (" ln\ ) that increases linearly in the the number of knapsack dimension" [32]. This result
has been then improved to $ (ln("\ )), which matches its lower bound ⌦(ln("\ )) and thus is
order-optimal [29].

While optimal algorithms (in terms of competitive ratios) exist for settings with multiple knap-
sacks and multi-dimensional items, handling extensions with departures has proven more di�cult.
A recent result from [32] extends OMdK to allow item departures. In particular, it treats each time
slot in a ) -slot horizon as one dimension of the knapsack and designs an online algorithm that
achieves a competitive ratio of $ () ln\ ), linearly increasing in the time horizon ) . Based on this
time-expanded OMdK model, the competitiveness result can be further improved by the theoretical
improvement of OMdK in [29] to $ (ln()\ )); however, the dependence on ) remains and limits
practical use. Further, both results focus on a single knapsack.

One may ask if it is possible to eliminate the dependence on ) in the case of departures. Results
from a related area suggest that this may be possible. Speci�cally, in another classic problem, online
interval scheduling [16, 22], which can be considered as a special case of OKD with item durations
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Table 1. State-of-the-art results for OKP and its extensions. All papers (except [29]) assume either the sizes of
items are much smaller than the capacity of knapsacks or the item is fractionally admissible. Capacities of all
dimensions are identical. We use⇥(·) to denote a matching upper$ (·) and lower bound ⌦(·), which indicates
order optimality. Parameters \ and U are the fluctuation ratios of value density and duration, respectively.

paper knapsack dimension duration value density competitive ratio

[27, 28, 32, 33] 1 1 +1 [1, \ ] ⇥(ln\ )
[27, 33]  1 +1 [1, \ ] ⇥(ln\ )
[29] 1 " +1 [1, \ ] ⇥(ln("\ ))
[32] 1 " [1,U] [1, \ ] $ ("U ln\ )
[16] 1 1 [1,U] 1 ⇥(lnU)

Theorem 1  1 [1,U] [1, \ ] ⇥(ln(U\ ))
Theorem 4  " [1,U] [1, \ ] ⇥(ln("U\ ))

bounded within [⇡,⇡] but with �xed value density and item size, the optimal competitive ratio
has been shown to be ⇥(lnU), where U = ⇡/⇡ is the duration �uctuation ratio. Thus, one may
conjecture whether the optimal competitive ratio of OKD in its most general form is $ (ln("U\ )).
In this paper, the core open question we answer is:

Is there an algorithm for OKD that can achieve a competitive ratio of $ (ln("U\ ))?
We �rst provide two impossibility results that show the competitive ratios of direct extensions

of prior algorithms [29, 31, 33] are lower bounded by ⌦(U) or ⌦(ln(⇡)), which is either linear in
the duration ratio U or logarithmic in the maximum duration ⇡ (See Lemma 1). This motivates us
to develop new algorithms and analysis tools to attain the target competitive ratio in this work.

1.1 Contributions
Our main result shows that the answer to the above question is “yes.” As Table 1 shows, we provide
the �rst algorithm with a competitive guarantee for the case of multiple knapsacks with multi-
dimensional items and item departures. Further, we achieve an order-optimal competitive ratio.
This result opens the door for a wide array of applications, like online job scheduling, which require
the full generality of multiple knapsacks with multi-dimensional items and item departures.

Our algorithm extends a classic approach in the OKP literature to OKD settings, which decomposes
the algorithm into subroutines that check the admissibility of each item into each single knapsack,
and adopts a threshold-based algorithm to decide the admissibility. The algorithmic challenge lies in
the design of threshold functions, andwe formalize the challenge involved in this via an impossibility
result that shows that two state-of-the-art designs fail to achieve the target ratio$ (ln("U\ )) under
one of two types of hard instances (see Lemma 1). To overcome this challenge, we design a threshold
function that balances the worst-case ratios over the two types of instances that lead to di�culties
for current state-of-the-art approaches. This results in an order-optimal competitive ratio. Further,
our design provides a class of parameterized threshold functions and characterizes the regimes of
the parameters such that all thresholds with properly selected parameters can achieve the target
competitive ratio (see Theorems 1 and 4).

Underlying our competitive analysis is a novel instance partitioning procedure. Because analyzing
the competitive ratio of OKD directly over a ) -slot horizon has proven di�cult, we take advantage
of the weak dependence of items across the horizon, leading to a partitioning of one instance into
sub-instances with a shorter interval. To be more precise, as each item in OKD stays in the knapsack
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for at most ⇡ consecutive slots, the items that start at time C are only correlated with items in slots
{C � ⇡ + 1, . . . , C + ⇡ � 1}. Leveraging this structure, we use a novel partitioning technique that
reduces the competitive analysis over the original instance to sub-instances, each of which is of
length 3⇡ . This partitioning greatly simpli�es the worst-case analysis under two di�erent types
of hard instances, making it possible to design a threshold function that balances the worst-case
performances from the two cases. The partitioning procedure together with the newly-designed
threshold function is essential to improve the dependence of competitive ratios on item duration,
from ⌦(U) or ⌦(ln⇡) of prior designs to the optimal order ⇥(lnU).

A common critique of competitive analysis is that it leads to algorithms optimized for the worst-
case instances. As a result, such algorithms can under-perform for typical instances from real-world
applications (see comparison in Figures 4 and 5 in §6). Motivated by this, we go beyond worst-case
analysis and use our analysis to derive a data-driven online algorithm that learns to optimize its
average performance based on past data while maintaining a worst-case competitive guarantee.
Theorem 3 bounds the competitive ratio for the data-driven algorithm and then we empirically
demonstrate its performance in §6 using an application to job scheduling in cloud computing. The
results highlight that the data-driven online algorithm provides signi�cant improvement in practice,
while still maintaining bounded worst-case performance.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We begin by studying the online multiple
one-dimensional knapsack problem with departures in §2-4. We �rst introduce the model and its
application scenarios in §2. Then, we show our algorithms and main results in §3. Proofs of the
main results are deferred to §4. Next we show extensions to the multi-dimensional case in §5. In §6,
we present numerical experiments using real traces from cloud job scheduling. Finally, we review
the related literature in §7 and draw conclusions in §8.

2 ONLINE MULTIPLE KNAPSACKS WITH DEPARTURES
2.1 Problem statement
Consider  knapsacks in a slotted time horizon [) ] = {1, . . . ,) }, where each knapsack : 2 [ ] has
capacity⇠: 2 R+. A total of # items arrive sequentially and each item = is characterized by its item
information I= = {0=, {F=: , E=: ,T=: }:2 [ ] }, where 0= is the arrival time, and for each knapsack : ,
F=: and E=: are the size and value, and T=: := {B=: , . . . , B=: + 3=: � 1} is the set of time slots that
item = requests to stay in knapsack : from its starting time B=: to its departure time B=: + 3=: � 1.
The set T=: contains 3=: consecutive time slots and we call 3=: the duration of the item.

Upon arrival of item =, a decision maker observes its item information I= and determines (i)
whether to admit this item, and (ii) which knapsack this item should be assigned to if it is admitted.
Let x= = {G=: }:2 [ ] denote the decision variable, where G=: 2 {0, 1} indicates whether to admit
item = to knapsack : and

Õ
:2 [ ] G=: = 0 represents declining the item. The goal is then to design

an online algorithm to causally determine x= based on the item information up to =, i.e., {I=0}=0 = ,
that maximizes the total value of all admitted items while ensuring the capacities of all knapsacks
not to be violated over the time horizon.

Let I := {I=}=2 [# ] denote an instance of OKD. Given I, the o�ine problem can be formulated as

(o�ine OKD) max
G=:

’
=2 [# ]

’
:2 [ ]

E=:G=: , (1a)

s.t.
’

=2 [# ]:C 2T=:
F=:G=:  ⇠: ,8: 2 [ ], C 2 [) ], (1b)’

:2 [ ]
G=:  1,8= 2 [# ], (1c)

G=: 2 {0, 1},8= 2 [# ],: 2 [ ] . (1d)
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Let OPT(I) and ALG(I) denote the values obtained by the o�ine problem (1) and an online
algorithm under the instance I. The competitive ratio of the online algorithm is de�ned as the
worst-case performance ratio of the o�ine and online algorithms, i.e., CR = maxI OPT(I)/ALG(I).
Our goal is to design an online algorithm that can achieve the smallest competitive ratio.

2.2 Application scenarios
In the following, we highlight a few sample application scenarios that could be captured by OKD.
Online job scheduling in cloud computing. A cloud provider allocates cloud resources (e.g., com-

puting, memory) from a pool of  VM servers to # cloud jobs that arrive sequentially over a time
horizon ) . Upon the arrival of a job = 2 [# ], it submits its request information that includes its
resource requirementF=: , processing time T=: , and the corresponding value (willingness-to-pay)
E=: for each server : . Each job can be processed in any server : 2 [ ] but it may have di�erent
requests and values across di�erent servers that are located in di�erent regions, con�gured in
di�erent resource bundles (e.g., a bundle consisting of 2vCPUs and 8GB memory), and run at
di�erent operating costs. Upon receiving each job, the cloud provider then decides whether to
admit this job and if admitted, which server the job should be assigned to.
As pointed out by [28, 32], OKD also captures the model of dynamic pricing for cloud resource

allocation. In this problem, each job = has its own private value E=: for server : , which will not be
submitted together with its request. The provider’s decision is to post a set of prices for available
servers. Then the job itself decides to take which price to join, or leave the platform. The online job
scheduling and dynamic pricing converge to the same problem when we focus on threshold-based
algorithms, where the threshold values (See equations (2) and (17)) are used to determine the
scheduling or set as the posted prices in the two applications, respectively.
Online reservation problem.Motivated by the emerging online shopping and sharing-economy

platforms such as Expedia (for hotel booking), Turo (for car rental), OpenTable (for restaurant
reservation), etc., the platform service provider often faces an online reservation problem [16],
which can be modeled by the OKD. Take the online hotel booking as an example, booking orders
arrive sequentially, and for each potential hotel : (after being �ltered based on prices and locations),
each order = speci�es how many rooms and how many people in each room (modeled byF=: ), the
check-in and check-out dates (modeled by T=: ) and the value E=: . The provider then immediately
decides to accept or decline each order, and which hotel the order should be allocated to if the order
is accepted. Using a similar argument as in the previous example, the setting can be adapted to
include dynamic pricing to cope with the private values of the orders.

Other applications. OKD has similarities with several other online problems in the literature. For
example, the o�ine formulation of OKD can also be used to model the generalized assignment
problem [20] where bins correspond to knapsacks. OKD is a special case of the online generalized
assignment problem by putting additional assignment restrictions speci�ed in Assumptions 1-3.
Similarly, the problem of electric vehicle charging scheduling with �xed charging rate [15], the
online tra�c routing problem [19], the online appointment booking in healthcare [26] can all be
considered as special cases of OKD.

2.3 Additional Notations and Assumptions
Even for the most basic version of OKP, it is impossible to design competitive algorithms without
making additional assumptions [23]. Here, we present three standard technical assumptions that
capture the key features of the abovemotivating applications and allow the derivation of competitive
bounds for the proposed algorithms.
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First, de�ne the value density of item = in knapsack : as the item value per unit size per unit time,
i.e., E=:/(F=:3=: ). To distinguish low-valued and high-valued items, we assume the value density
varies within a bounded set. This assumption is consistent with those in the literature [29, 32, 33].

A��������� 1 (V���� ������� �����������). The value density of each item = in knapsack : is
bounded, i.e., E=:/(F=:3=: ) 2 [1, \: ],8= 2 [# ] and value density (�uctuation) ratio is de�ned as \: .

Next, since each item only stays in the knapsack for a �nite duration that is much smaller than
the time horizon, we assume that the duration 3=: of the item = in knapsack : is bounded.

A��������� 2 (D������� �����������). The duration of each item = in knapsack : is bounded,
i.e., 3=: 2 [⇡: ,⇡: ], 8= 2 [# ] and duration (�uctuation) ratio is de�ned as U: = ⇡:/⇡: .

The duration ratio U: is a dimensionless quantity that can model the variation of item duration.
This assumption has been commonly used in the classic online interval scheduling problem [16, 22].
Under this assumption, OKD can be considered a generalized version of the online interval scheduling
problem with varying value density and item sizes.
Last, we assume the size of each item is upper bounded and smaller than the capacities of the

knapsacks. This eliminates the irrelevant items that are inadmissible to knapsacks.

A��������� 3 (U���� ����� �� ���� ����). The size of each item = is upper bounded, i.e.,
F=:  Y:  ⇠: ,8: 2 [ ],= 2 [# ].

Finally, we want to emphasize that all three assumptions are consistent with the motivating
applications we have discussed. For example, in the online job scheduling, the value of each job = is
proportional to the required resources, e.g., computing, memory (modeled byF=: ), and its running
duration (modeled by 3=: ) in a server : . Each job only occupies the resources for a �nite duration
3=: and then the required resources can be released for future jobs. In addition, the resources
required by each job are smaller than the capacity provided by a server.

3 ALGORITHMS AND MAIN RESULTS
3.1 Algorithms
Our main results consist of two novel algorithms. First, in §3.1.1, we propose an online algorithm
that achieves the order-optimal competitive ratio for OKD. Then, in §3.1.2, we extend this algorithm
to design a data-driven algorithm that can learn to optimize the average-case performance while
ensuring a competitive bound.

3.1.1 A worst-case optimized algorithm for OKD. We propose a simple yet e�ective online algorithm
(OA-OKD) to solve OKD in Algorithm 1. The algorithm works as follows. Upon the arrival of item =,
it �rst determines the admissibility of the item to each knapsack (lines 5-7) by calling an online
threshold-based algorithm (OTA) subroutine in Algorithm 2, which takes a carefully-designed
threshold function q and real-time knapsack utilization over concerned time slots as inputs. If item
= is admissible to at least one knapsack, OA-OKD then admits item = and assigns it to the knapsack
: 0 that provides the maximum value among all admissible knapsacks. Otherwise, item = is rejected
(lines 8-13). Finally, the knapsack utilization is updated (line 14), and is used to determine the
admissibility for the next item. The key step is the admission control of items to each knapsack via
OTA in Algorithm 2. To check admissibility, OTA de�nes a threshold value (line 3) as

� =
’

C 2T
Fq (IC ) , (2)

where q (IC ) can be interpreted as the marginal cost of the unit item if it stays in the knapsack
in slot C , and is a function of the real-time knapsack utilization IC . Thus, � is the estimated total
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Algorithm 1 Online Algorithms for Online Multiple Knapsacks with Departures (OA-OKD)
1: input: threshold function q = {q: }:2 [ ] , knapsack capacities {⇠: }:2 [ ] ;
2: output: admission and assignment decision x= = {G=: }:2 [ ] ;
3: initialization: set initial knapsack utilization I (0):C = 0,8: 2 [ ], C 2 [) ];
4: for each item = with item information I= = {0=, {F=: , E=: ,T=: }:2 [ ] } do
5: for each knapsack : 2 [ ] do
6: call Algorithm 2 to check admissibility Ĝ=: = OTA(I=,q: , {I (=�1):C }C 2T=: ,⇠: );
7: end for
8: if

Õ
:2 [ ] Ĝ=: > 0 then

9: admit item = and assign it to knapsack : 0 = argmax:2 [ ]:Ĝ=:=1 E=: ;
10: set G=:0 = 1 and G=: = 0,8: 2 [ ] \ {: 0};
11: else
12: decline item = and set G=: = 0,8: 2 [ ];
13: end if
14: update knapsack utilization I (=):C = I (=�1):C +F=:G=: ,8: 2 [ ], C 2 T=: .
15: end for

Algorithm 2 Online Threshold-based Algorithm for Admission Control (OTA)
1: input: item information {E,F ,T }, threshold function q , utilization {IC }C 2T , capacity ⇠;
2: output: admission decision Ĝ ;
3: determine a threshold value � =

Õ
C 2T Fq (IC );

4: if E � � and IC +F  ⇠,8C 2 T then
5: item is admissible and set Ĝ = 1;
6: else
7: item is inadmissible and set Ĝ = 0.
8: end if

cost of the item that has size F and stays in the knapsack over the time slots in T . An item is
admissible if it passes a threshold check, i.e., item value is greater than or equal to the threshold
value (E � �), and a capacity check, i.e., the knapsack capacity is not violated due to admission of
the item (IC +F  ⇠,8C 2 T ). The core of OA-OKD is the design of the threshold function q such that
the competitive ratio of OA-OKD can be guaranteed. For notational convenience, let OA(q) denote
OA-OKD with threshold function q and CR(OA(q)) denote the corresponding competitive ratio.

OA(q) consists of two parts: decomposing the multiple knapsack problem into the admissibility
check of each individual knapsack and admission control of each individual knapsack via OTA. The
ideas of both parts can date back to the early work [33] for the classic OKP and we extend those
ideas to settings that allow item departures in OA(q). Although extending the algorithm from OKP

to OKD is straightforward and some similar extensions exist in the literature (e.g., the time-expanded
knapsack in [32]), designing a threshold function q with the tightest competitiveness guarantee
for OKD is still an open problem. The main algorithmic contribution of this paper is to design q to
achieve an order-optimal competitive ratio for OKD, and this is made possible by a careful redesign
of the threshold function and a novel partitioning technique in the analysis of the competitive ratio.
We discuss this more in §3.3.

3.1.2 Beyond the worst case: a data-driven algorithm for OKD. As is typical of optimal competitive
algorithms, OA(q) is conservative in its decisions in order to ensure an order-optimal competitive
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Algorithm 3 Data-driven online algorithm (DOA)
1: input: bounds of item information {\: ,U: , Y: }:2 [ ] , knapsack capacities {⇠: }:2 [ ] ;
2: output: reward of each round '✓ (I✓ ,q ✓ );
3: for each round ✓ = 1, . . . , ! do
4: select the threshold function q ✓ using a data-driven approach;
5: run OA(q ✓ ) to execute the instance I✓ and collect reward '✓ (I✓ ,q ✓ ).
6: end for

ratio. In this section, we propose an algorithm that moves beyond optimizing for the worst-case.
The idea is to adaptively learn a policy that works well on practical instances by using a policy
class that ensures any algorithm selected has a competitive ratio guarantee. In particular, consider
running OA(q) repeatedly for ! rounds. At the beginning of round ✓ 2 [!], we select the threshold
function q ✓ and then run OA(q ✓ ) to execute the instance I✓ . Let '✓ (I✓ ,q ✓ ) denote the reward of
round ✓ . The goal of the data-driven online algorithm (DOA) is to maximize the average reward
over ! rounds. Its pseudo-code is summarized in Algorithm 3. We say DOA achieves good average
performance if its average reward is close to that obtained by a �xed threshold function selected in
hindsight, i.e., qoff = argmaxq

Õ
✓2 [!] '

✓ (I✓ ,q)/!.
This approach has been successfully applied to the basic OKP and online set cover problem in [30].

However, existing results cannot be generalized to cope with the two technical challenges in our
setting: (i) how to restrict the selection of q to a feasible set, which not only contains q that can
achieve good average performance under typical instances but also has guaranteed worst-case
performance; (ii) given the feasible set, how to design a data-driven algorithm to selectq to achieve a
good average performance. In this paper, we provide theoretical results to tackle the �rst challenge
(see Theorem 3) and show a viable empirical approach to solve the second challenge (see the
numerical results in §6).

3.2 Main results
We now state our main results, which provide an upper bound on the competitive ratio of OA(q)
(Theorem 1), a lower bound on the competitive ratio of any online algorithm (Theorem 2), and a
competitive ratio bound for the data-driven algorithm (Theorem 3).

T������ 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, there exists W: = $ (ln(U:\: )),8: 2 [ ], if the item size is
upper bounded by Y:  ⇠: ln 2/W: ,8: 2 [ ], and the threshold function is qW := {qW:: }:2 [ ] , where

qW:: (I) = exp (IW:/⇠: ) � 1, I 2 [0,⇠: ],8: 2 [ ], (3)

then the competitive ratio of OA(qW ) is $ (ln(U\ )), where \ = max:2 [ ] \: and U = max:2 [ ] U: .

T������ 2. There is no online algorithm that can achieve a competitive ratio smaller than
⌦(ln(U\ )) for the online multiple one-dimensional knapsacks with departures.

Combining the upper bound result in Theorem 1 and the lower bound result in Theorem 2, we
conclude that our proposed OA(qW ) achieves an order-optimal competitive ratio for OKD. Before
proceeding to the detailed proofs (§4 for Theorem 1 and §5 for Theorem 2), we �rst provide
intuitions underlying the design and analysis of OA(qW ). In fact, Theorem 1 provides a class of
threshold functions in (3) parameterized by W := {W: }:2 [ ] . When W and the upper bound of item
size (i.e., {Y: }:2 [ ] ) are both in the proper regimes, we have CR(OA(qW )) = $ (ln(U\ )).
Besides the optimal competitiveness guarantee, Theorem 1 also provides two additional new

results compared to the competitive algorithms for OKP in the literature.
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ߠܦ

ͳ

ߠ

utilization ܥݖͲ

Design-II

ߠߙ

Design-I

Our design

(a) Plots of di�erent designs

Designs Threshold functions

Design-I [32, 33] q� (I) =
(
1 I 2

⇥
0, ⇠

1+ln\

⌘
4 (1+ln\ )I/⇠�1 I 2

⇥
⇠

1+ln\ ,⇠
⇤

Design-II [29] q II (I) = 2bI log(⇡\ )/⇠c � 1, I 2 [0,⇠ ]

Our design qwco (I) = 4I ln(U\+1) � 1, I 2 [0,⇠ ]

(b) Formulas of di�erent designs

Fig. 1. Illustrating threshold functions of two benchmark designs and our proposed design. Design-I consists of
a flat segment and an exponential segment. Design-II is a discretized version of an exponential function (i.e., the
dashed line). Our proposed design is a continuous exponential function in Equation (3) with Wwco = ln(U\ +1).

First, to design online algorithms for OKP [28, 29, 31, 33], Y: is commonly assumed to be in�nites-
imal compared to the knapsack capacity, i.e., Y: ⌧ ⇠: ,8: 2 [ ], since the in�nitesimal setting can
eliminate challenges from the size variations of items and simplify the algorithms to focus on the
key challenge from the varying value density. Our result removes the in�nitesimal assumption and
characterizes the regime of item size to achieve an order-optimal competitive result.
Second, Theorem 1 empowers us to design a data-driven online algorithm, which cannot only

have worst-case performance guarantees but also learn from past data to optimize average-case
performance of typical instances in real-world applications. In particular, for a given target compet-
itive ratio V , we can characterize a parameter set �(V) such that CR(OA(qW ))  V,8W 2 �(V), which
is formally presented as follows.

T������ 3. Given V � V̂ := 10 + 12
ln 2 ln(U\ + 1), OA(qW ) is V-competitive if the parameter

W := {W: }:2 [ ] is chosen from �(V), where the parameter set �(V) ✓ R is given by

�(V) =
n
W : (V � 1)Z: � 2,

⇣ (V � 1)Z:
2
p
2

exp
⇣ (V � 1)Z:

2

⌘⌘
 W:  ln 2 ·min

n (V � 4)
6

,
⇠:
Y:

oo
, (4)

where Z: := � ln 2/(6U:\: ) and, (·) is the Lambert, function.

Theorem 3 essentially speci�es a class of parameterized online algorithms for OKD that can
provide the same competitiveness guarantee. Note that although those algorithms provide the same
guarantee in the worst-case, their performances can be distinguished in practice since “typical
instances” from real-world applications can be far from the worst-case instances. Theorem 3 further
gives us the design space to choose the parameter of qW with worst-case guarantees. Thus, in
Algorithm 3, we can use a data-driven approach to adaptively select W (equivalently qW ) from �(V)
to learn the best choice of W in an online manner and, in the meantime, ensure the overall worst-case
performance V . We evaluate the performance of data-driven algorithms in §6.1.

3.3 Discussion
We end this section with a discussion of the design decisions in our algorithm, and provide a
contrast to the design of prior algorithms. In particular, Figure 1 compares our proposed design qW
with two important state-of-the-art designs q I and q II. q I is most widely used (e.g., [32, 33]) and
has been proven optimal for the basic OKP and OMK. q II has recently been proposed for OMdK in [29],
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where it can achieve the order-optimal competitive ratio. Although these benchmark designs are
the best possible designs for the classic OKP, OMK, and OMdK, applying them directly in OA(q) cannot
achieve the desired competitive results for OKD. We formalize this in the following lemma.

L���� 1. Under Assumptions 1-3,
(1) if the threshold function is given by Design-I, then CR(OA(q � )) = ⌦(U ln\ );
(2) if the threshold function is given by Design-II, then CR(OA(q � � )) = ⌦(ln(⇡\ )).

The above lemma gives impossibility results for applying the benchmark designs to achieve an
order-optimal competitive ratio⇥(ln(U\ )). We provide a complete proof of Lemma 1 in Appendix A.
In what follows we give insights on why both designs fail to achieve order-optimal performances.
In fact, Design-I and Design-II fail due to two di�erent types of worst-case instances. To be more
precise, given a threshold function, the input instances that satisfy Assumptions 1-3 can be divided
into two types: capacity-free instances where the �nal utilization values of all knapsacks lie below
the capacity limits and hence the admission control in OTA is purely determined by the threshold
check; and capacity-limited instances where the utilization of at least one knapsack in one slot
approaches the capacity limit and thus admission control depends on both threshold and capacity
checks. The lower bounds of Design-I and Design-II result from their poor performances compared
to o�ine algorithms under capacity-limited and capacity-free instances, respectively.
In particular, q I neglects the item duration and thus any item with value density \ regardless

of its duration can pass the threshold check in OTA. Then, the knapsack capacity can be quickly
fully �lled by short-duration items, while long-duration items that arrive later are declined due to
capacity check. In contrast, the o�ine algorithm admits the long items declined by OTA and this
leads to a unavoidable worst-case ratio that increases linearly in the duration ratio U .
To make order improvement in competitive ratios, q II proactively prohibits the occurrence

of capacity-limited cases, by setting the terminal value q II (⇠) approximately equal to ⇡\ . If an
item has size F and its duration has overlap with any nearly full slots, then the item faces a
threshold value of at least � ⇡ F⇡\ , which is the largest possible value of a F-sized item. Thus,
the item will be declined due to the threshold check, and in this way, q II essentially avoids the
occurrence of capacity-limited cases. However,q II is over-conservative, reserving too much capacity
for future high-valued items that may never come, and this results in a lower bound ⌦(ln(⇡\ ))
under capacity-free instances.

We note that the threshold functions of existing designs in the literature are generally of the form
qW (I) = $ (exp(IW/⇠)), where W is a critical parameter. A larger W leads to a steeper exponential
function and accordingly a more conservative algorithm since more capacity will be reserved for
high-valued items that may arrive later. q � and q � � can be considered as two special cases by setting
W = $ (ln\ ) and W = $ (ln(⇡\ )), respectively. To overcome the limitations of q � and q � � , we directly
analyze the competitive performance of the algorithm with the general parameterized threshold
function qW . We can show that its competitive ratio is $ (W) under capacity-free instances and
$ (U\W/(exp((W � ln 2)/2) � 1)) under capacity-limited instances (see §4.2 for more details). Thus,
we choose W = $ (ln(U\ )) to tradeo� the performances under the two types of hard instances.

The key challenge in the competitive analysis is how to attain the optimal dependence on item
duration ratio U . Since an instance for OKD is de�ned over a long time horizon [) ], the values
of the online items may not be comparable with the o�ine values over the whole time horizon.
Fortunately, as the maximum duration of each item is ⇡ , the items in OKD are only correlated
over a much shorter interval, i.e., the items that start in slot C are only correlated with items that
start in slot {C � ⇡ + 1, . . . , C + ⇡ � 1}, and this motivates us to partition an instance into smaller
sub-instances based on item’s starting time and analyze the performance for each sub-instance.
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Combining the new design of the threshold function with the corresponding new analysis, we
show that our design achieves an optimal order competitive ratio.

R����� 1. We focus on threshold-based algorithms in this paper. In the literature, a class of
online primal-dual algorithms (OPD) [6, 7] has also been proposed to solve online knapsack problems.
However, it is still challenging to extend OPD in [6] to the setting of OKD (See details in §7). In addition,
to attain the optimal competitive ratio, we explicitly take advantage of the structural property of OKD.
For example, the weak dependence of items across time horizon is utilized to partition the original
instance into sub-instances with smaller intervals in our analysis. Such problem structure is crucial
in our algorithm design and analysis. However, it is unclear how to take into account such structural
information when designing OPD yet. Therefore, it is non-trivial to design OPD to achieve the optimal
competitive ratio of OKD, but it is a promising future direction to explore.

4 COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the competitive ratio of the online algorithm OA(qW ) and formally prove
Theorem 1 and Theorem 3. We �rst sketch the proofs of both theorems based on two technical
lemmas and then prove the lemmas in §4.1 and §4.2, respectively.
To facilitate the competitive analysis of OA(qW ), we �rst de�ne  ancillary problems for OKD

with  knapsacks. Let OKD: denote the :-th ancillary problem, which only allows items assigned to
the :-th knapsack. The online decision of OKD: only depends on the item information related to
knapsack : and is purely determined by the OTA with threshold function qW:: , which is called OTA: .
With the  ancillary problems, we decompose the analysis of OA(qW ) into two lemmas.

L���� 2. Given OTA: is CR: -competitive for : 2 [ ], then CR(OA(qW )) = 1 +max:2 [ ] CR: .

Lemma 2 decomposes the analysis of OA-OKD into analysis of  ancillary algorithms {OTA: }:2 [ ] ,
where each is the OTA for a single OKD. Based on Lemma 2, the competitiveness of OA-OKD is no worse
than the worst CR: among {OKD: }:2 [ ] plus 1. Therefore, based on OA-OKD, multiple-knapsack OKD

is not much harder than single OKD and we can focus on the analysis of OTA: ,8: 2 [ ]. Lemma 3
provides the competitive ratio of OTA: .

L���� 3. Under Assumptions 1-3, if the threshold function qW:: is given by Equation (3) with
W: 2 (ln 2, +1) and the item size is upper bounded by Y:  ⇠: ln 2/W: , the competitive ratio of OTA: is

CR: (W: ) = 3max
⇢
1 + 2

ln 2
W: ,

2
ln 2

· U:\:W:
exp(W: � ln 2)/2) � 1

�
. (5)

The competitive ratio CR: (W: ) consists of two terms, which capture the worst-case ratios under
the capacity-free and capacity-limited instances, respectively. We choose to set W: = $ (ln(U:\: ))
that best balances these two worst-case ratios. Particularly, with Ŵ: = 2 ln(U:\: + 1) + ln 2, we have

CR: (Ŵ: ) := max
⇢
9 + 12

ln 2
ln(U:\: + 1), 6 + 12

ln 2
ln(U:\: + 1)

�
= $ (ln(U:\: )).

Therefore, there exist W: = $ (ln(U:\: )) such that CR: = $ (ln(U:\: )). Combining with the
decomposition in Lemma 2, there exist Ŵ := {Ŵ: }:2 [ ] such that

CR(OA(qŴ )) = 1 + max
:2 [ ]

CR: (Ŵ: ) = 10 + 12
ln 2

ln(U\ + 1) = $ (ln(U\ )),

which gives the main result in Theorem 1.
The proof of Theorem 3 also leverages the results in Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. De�ne V̂ :=

CR(OA(qŴ )) as the reference competitive ratio. To ensure CR(OA(qW ))  V,8W 2 �(V), we need to
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choose W := {W: }:2 [ ] such that 1 + CR: (W: )  V,8: 2 [ ]. In addition, the results of Lemma 3
requires W:  ⇠: ln 2/Y: . Combining above results gives us the parameter set �(V) in Theorem 3.

4.1 Proof of Lemma 2: Decomposition
Denote by S: and S⇤

: the sets of items assigned to knapsack : by OA-OKD and an o�ine algorithm
that achieves an optimal solution, respectively. Then the total values of online and o�ine algorithms
under instance I are ALG(I) = Õ

:2 [ ]
Õ
=2S: E=: and OPT(I) = Õ

:2 [ ]
Õ
=2S⇤

:
E=: .

For each knapsack : , let S⇤
: \ S: denote the set of items that are admitted to knapsack : by

the o�ine algorithm but not by OA-OKD. There can be two reasons why an item = in S⇤
: \ S: is

not admitted by the OA-OKD: (i) the item is inadmissible to knapsack : (i.e., Ĝ=: = 0 in Line 6 in
Algorithm 1); or (ii) the item is admissible to : but it is �nally assigned to knapsack : 0 since the
item value in : 0 is larger than that in : , i.e., E=:0 � E=: (Line 9 in Algorithm 1). Let Ŝ: denote the
set of items due to the second reason, which are the coupling items across knapsacks. Since items
in Ŝ: are admitted by OA-OKD, we have {Ŝ: }:2 [ ] ✓ {S: }:2 [ ] , and thus’

:2 [ ]

’
=2Ŝ:

E=: 
’

:2 [ ]

’
=2S:

E=: = ALG(I) . (6)

We divide S⇤
: to two subsets S⇤

: \ Ŝ: and Ŝ: , and we have

OPT(I)
ALG(I) =

Õ
:2 [ ]

Õ
=2S⇤

:
E=:Õ

:2 [ ]
Õ
=2S: E=:

=

Õ
:2 [ ]

Õ
=2S⇤

:\Ŝ:
E=: +

Õ
:2 [ ]

Õ
=2Ŝ: E=:Õ

:2 [ ]
Õ
=2S: E=:

 1 +
Õ
:2 [ ]

Õ
=2S⇤

:\Ŝ:
E=:Õ

:2 [ ]
Õ
=2S: E=:

 1 + max
:2 [ ]

Õ
=2S⇤

:\Ŝ:
E=:Õ

=2S: E=:
, (7)

where the �rst inequality in (7) is due to Equation (6).
For each knapsack : , we construct an instance �̂: by extracting the items belonging to the set

S: [ (S⇤
: \ Ŝ: ) from the original instance I and keeping the item sequence. Note that in the

instance �̂: , the set S: includes all items that are admissible to knapsack : via OTA because other
admissible items in Ŝ: have been excluded in the construction. If we present �̂: to the ancillary
problem OKD: , the online algorithm OTA: also admits items S: as does OA-OKD under instance I,
and achieves value

Õ
=2S: E=: . In addition, the o�ine value of OKD: under instance �̂: is no less

than
Õ
=2S⇤

:\Ŝ:
E=: since admitting items in S⇤

: \ Ŝ: is a feasible admission decision. Let CR: denote
the competitive ratio of OTA: for OKD: . By the de�nition of CR: , we haveÕ

=2S⇤
:\Ŝ:

E=:Õ
=2S: E=:

 CR: ,8: 2 [ ] . (8)

Thus, the competitive ratio of OA-OKD is CR = 1 +max:2 [ ] CR: .

4.2 Proof of Lemma 3: Single Online Knapsack with Departures
We next analyze the competitive ratio of OTA: for OKD: . For convenience of notation, we omit the
index : . Let N denote the instance for a single OKD and # = |N | denote the number of items in N .

Partitioning of the time horizon into small segments. The �rst key step in our proof is to
reduce the dependence of the competitiveness of the algorithm from the entire time horizon to
smaller segments that are in the order of item duration. Let {I (# )

C }C 2 [) ] denote the �nal utilization
of all time slots after OTA executes all items inN . Assume the time horizon) is an integer multiple
of ⇡ and divide the time horizon into � = ) /⇡ segments. Let T⌘ := {C 2 [) ] : (⌘ � 1)⇡ + 1 
C  ⌘⇡} denote the set of time slots in the ⌘-th segment and N⌘ denote a sub-instance of N that
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contains items whose starting times are in T⌘ . We further denote a 3-segment sub-instance by
Ñ⌘ = N⌘�1 [N⌘ [N⌘+1,⌘ 2 [� ], where N 0 = N�+1 = ;. The order of the items in Ñ⌘ is based
on their arrival times.

Let OPT(N) and ALG(N) denote the value of items admitted fromN by the o�ine algorithm and
OTA, respectively. The competitive ratio of OTA is

OPT(N)
ALG(N) =

Õ
⌘2 [� ] OPT(N⌘)Õ
⌘2 [� ] ALG(N⌘) =

3
Õ
⌘2 [� ] OPT(N⌘)

ALG(N 1) + Õ
⌘2 [� ] ALG(Ñ⌘) + ALG(N� )

 3 max
⌘2 [� ]

OPT(N⌘)
ALG(Ñ⌘)

.

By partitioning the instance based on the items’ starting time, the competitive analysis of OTA can
be turned to the analysis of OPT(N⌘)/ALG(Ñ⌘), which is the ratio of the o�ine value from the
sub-instance N⌘ and the online value from the 3-segment sub-instance Ñ⌘ . In the following, we
focus on analyzing the upper bound of OPT(N⌘)/ALG(Ñ⌘) in two cases.

Case I: capacity-free case: The �nal utilizations of all time slots in T̂⌘ := T⌘ [ T⌘+1 are below
the capacity, i.e., I (# )

C  ⇠ � Y,8C 2 T̂⌘ .
In this case, the only reason why one item is rejected by OTA is that it fails to pass the threshold

check, i.e., E < � in Line 4 in Algorithm 2. Then OPT(N⌘) and ALG(Ñ⌘) can be connected via the
�nal utilization {I (# )

C }C 2T̂⌘ . We �rst show that ALG(Ñ⌘) is lower bounded.

P���������� 1. In Case I, the value of items in Ñ⌘ admitted by OTA is lower bounded by

ALG(Ñ⌘) � ln 2
2W

’
C 2T̂⌘

q (I (# )
C )⇠ . (9)

P����. Since q (0) = 0, we can apply q (I (# )
C ) = Õ

=2N [q (I (=)C ) � q (I (=�1)C )] and have’
C 2T̂⌘

q (I (# )
C )⇠ =

’
C 2T̂⌘

’
=2N

⇠ [q (I (=)C ) � q (I (=�1)C )]

=
’

C 2T̂⌘

’
=2Ñ⌘ :C 2T=

⇠ [q (I (=)C ) � q (I (=�1)C )]


’

=2Ñ⌘

’
C 2T=

⇠ [q (I (=)C ) � q (I (=�1)C )], (10)

where T= is the stay duration of item =. The second equality holds because the maximum duration
of each item is ⇡ and hence the items that can stay in T̂⌘ must be from Ñ⌘ . The last inequality
holds since the items in Ñ⌘ can stay up to segment ⌘ + 2, which is outside T̂⌘ .

Let �ALG= denote the increment of OTA due to processing item =. �ALG= = 0 if item = is declined
and�ALG= = E= if it is admitted.We next show

Õ
C 2T= ⇠ [q (I

(=)
C )�q (I (=�1)C )]  (2W/ln 2)�ALG=,8= 2

Ñ⌘ in the following two sub-cases.

Case I(a). When item = is declined by OTA, we have I (=)C = I (=�1)C ,8C 2 T= , and thus this givesÕ
C 2T= ⇠ [q (I

(=)
C ) � q (I (=�1)C )] = 0  2W

ln 2�ALG= .

Case I(b). When item = is admitted by OTA, we have I (=)C = I (=�1)C +F=,8C 2 T= , and then’
C 2T=

⇠ [q (I (=)C ) � q (I (=�1)C )] = ⇠
’

C 2T=
exp(I (=�1)C W/⇠) [exp(F=W/⇠) � 1] (11a)

 ⇠
’

C 2T=
exp(I (=�1)C W/⇠) · F=W

⇠ ln 2
(11b)

=
W

ln 2

’
C 2T=

F=q (I (=�1)C ) + W

ln 2
F=3= (11c)

 W

ln 2
E= +

W

ln 2
E= =

2W
ln 2

�ALG= . (11d)
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Equation (11a) is obtained by substituting threshold function (3). Inequality (11b) holds since
exp(G ln 2) � 1  G if 0  G  1, and F=W/(⇠ ln 2)  YW/(⇠ ln 2)  1 based on the additional
condition on the item size in Theorem 1. The last inequality (11d) holds since

Õ
C 2T= F=q (I

(=�1)
C ) 

E= when item = can pass the threshold check, andF=3=  E= based on Assumption 1.
Combining Equations (10)-(11) gives’

C 2T̂⌘
q (I (# )

C )⇠ 
’

=2Ñ⌘
2W
ln 2

�ALG= =
2W
ln 2

ALG(Ñ⌘),

which completes the proof. ⇤

Next, we show the o�ine optimal value of items in N⌘ is upper bounded.

P���������� 2. In Case I, the value of items in N⌘ admitted by the o�ine algorithm is

OPT(N⌘)  ALG(N⌘) +
’

C 2T̂⌘
q (I (# )

C )⇠ . (12)

P����. Let S⌘ \ S⌘⇤ denote the set of items in N⌘ that are admitted by both online algorithm
OTA and the o�ine algorithm, and S⌘⇤ \ S⌘ denote the set of items that are declined by OTA but
admitted by the o�ine algorithm. We have’

=2S⌘\S⌘⇤
E=  ALG(N⌘), (13)’

=2S⌘⇤\S⌘
E= 

’
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘

’
C 2T=

F=q (I (=�1)C ) 
’

=2S⌘⇤\S⌘

’
C 2T=

F=q (I (# )
C ) (14)

=
’

C 2T̂⌘

’
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘ :C 2T=

F=q (I (# )
C ) 

’
C 2T̂⌘

q (I (# )
C )⇠,

where the �rst inequality in (14) holds since the item fails to pass the threshold check, and the
last inequality holds since the items admitted by the o�ine algorithm cannot exceed the knapsack
capacity, i.e.,

Õ
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘ :C 2T= F=  ⇠ . Thus, we have

OPT(N⌘) =
’

=2S⌘\S⌘⇤
E= +

’
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘

E=  ALG(N⌘) +
’

C 2T̂⌘
q (I (# )

C )⇠,

which completes the proof. ⇤

Combining Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 gives OPT(N⌘)
ALG(Ñ⌘)  ALG(N⌘)+ÕC2T̂⌘ q (I (# )

C )⇠
ALG(Ñ⌘)  1 + 2

ln 2W .

Case II: capacity-limited case: There exists at least one time slot C 0 2 T̂⌘ whose utilization
approaches the knapsack capacity, i.e., ⇠ � Y < I (# )

C 0  ⇠ .
In this case, if one item is rejected, the reason can be the failure of passing either threshold check

(the item value is smaller than the threshold) or capacity check (admitting this item violates the
capacity constraint). A key observation is that if there exists one slot (say C 0) whose utilization
approaches the capacity, then the �nal utilization of the knapsack around this fully utilized slot
will be above a certain value due to the minimum duration assumption. In the following result, we
leverage this observation to obtain a lower bound for ALG(Ñ⌘).

P���������� 3. In Case II, the value of items in Ñ⌘ admitted by OTA is lower bounded by

ALG(Ñ⌘) � ln 2⇠⇡
W

[exp((W � ln 2)/2) � 1] . (15)

P����. In Case II, there exists at least one time slot C 0 2 T̂⌘ , in which the �nal utilization by
OTA approaches the capacity. Also, each item stays in the knapsack for at least ⇡ successive slots.
In Figure 2, we show the �nal utilization of the capacity-limited case in the worst case, where there
are two groups of items. Group-1 items start at the slot C 0 � ⇡ + 1 and Group-2 items start at slot C 0.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the worst-case final utilization in capacity-limited case.

All items stay in the knapsack for ⇡ slots, and the total sizes of both groups are (⇠ � Y)/2. These
two groups of items result in the nearly full capacity at slot C 0, i.e., I (# )

C 0 = ⇠ � Y, and around half
utilization in surrounding slots, i.e., I (# )

C = (⇠ � Y)/2 for C = C 0 � ⇡ + 1, . . . , C 0 � 1, C 0 + 1, C 0 + ⇡ � 1.
Then based on Proposition 1, ALG(Ñ⌘) is lower bounded by

ALG(Ñ⌘) � ln 2
2W

[(2⇡ � 2)q ((⇠ � Y)/2) + q (⇠ � Y)]⇠ � ln 2⇠⇡
W

[exp((W � ln 2)/2) � 1] .

This completes the proof. ⇤

In Case II, the o�ine value can only be trivially bounded by OPT(N⌘)  2⇠\⇡ , which is the
maximal possible value for items in 2⇡ slots. Thus, we have OPT(N⌘)

ALG(Ñ⌘)  2
ln 2 ·

U\W
exp( (W�ln 2)/2)�1 .

Summarizing the results from the two cases, the competitive ratio of OTA is

CR(W) = 3max
⇢
1 + 2

ln 2
W,

2
ln 2

· U\W

exp((W � ln 2)/2) � 1

�
. (16)

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

5 MULTI-DIMENSIONAL ONLINE MULTIPLE KNAPSACKS WITH DEPARTURES
We now move to the general OKD, which additionally considers multi-dimensional items. In particu-
lar, the size of item = in knapsack : is modeled as an ": -dimension vectorw=: = {F=:<}<2 [": ] .
Accordingly, the capacity of each knapsack : is also a multi-dimensional vector I: := {⇠:<}<2 [": ] .

Before stating our main result in this setting, we �rst extend the assumptions on the value density
and item size to the multi-dimensional setting.

A��������� 4 (V���� ������� ����������� �� ����������������� �������). The value
density of each item = in knapsack : is bounded by E=:/(3=:

Õ
<2 [": ] F=:<) 2 [1, \: ],8= 2 [# ].

Compared to the one-dimensional setting, the size of item in the value density is replaced by the
aggregate size over all dimensions in the multi-dimensional setting. Similar de�nitions have been
used by previous works [29, 32] in studying online multi-dimensional knapsack problems.

A��������� 5 (U���� ����� �� ���� ���� �� ����������������� �������). The item size of
each item = in dimension< in knapsack : is bounded byF=:<  Y:<  ⇠:<,8= 2 [# ].

To generalize our algorithms to this setting, we take into account the multi-dimensional item
size by modifying the de�nition of threshold value in Line 3 in Algorithm 2 as

�̃ =
’

C 2T

’
<2 [" ]

F<q< (I<C ), (17)
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where I<C is the utilization of dimension< in slot C and q< is the threshold function for dimension
<. By carefully designing the threshold function, we can further show the modi�ed algorithm can
achieve the order-optimal competitive ratio.
In the multi-dimensional setting, the worst-case performance depends on the capacities of the

di�erent dimensions. For knapsack : , de�ne a new parameter [: =
Õ
<2 [": ] ⇠:</(min<2 [": ] ⇠:<)

as the ratio of the aggregate knapsack capacities over all dimensions and the minimum capacity of
a single dimension. Let [ = max:2 [ ] [: .

We can now state a generalization of Theorem 1 to the multi-dimensional setting as follows.

T������ 4. Under Assumptions 2, 4, and 5, there exists W: = $ (ln([:U:\: )), if the item size
is upper bounded by Y:<  ⇠:< ln 2/W: ,8: 2 [ ],< 2 [": ], and the threshold function qW :=
{qW::<}:2 [ ],<2 [": ] is given by

qW::< (I) = exp (IW:/⇠<: ) � 1,8: 2 [ ],< 2 [": ], (18)

then the competitive ratio of OA(qW ) is $ (ln([U\ )).
A special case that is often discussed is when all dimensions have identical capacities. Then,

the capacity ratio [: = ": ,8: 2 [ ], and OA(qW ) achieves a competitive ratio $ (ln("U\ )) with
" = max:2 [ ] ": . Our proof of Theorem 4 is involved, but uses standard techniques to build on
Theorem 1. It is given in Appendix B. We can also obtain the following lower bound in this setting.

T������ 5. There exists no online algorithm that can achieve a competitive ratio smaller than
⌦(ln([U\ )) for online multiple multi-dimensional knapsacks with departures.

Theorem 5 includes Theorem 2 as a special case and can be proved based on existing lower bound
results in the literature. In particular, the lower bounds of competitive ratios for two special cases
of the general OKD have been proven: ⌦(ln([\ )) (Theorem 2 in [29]) for online multi-dimensional
knapsack and ⌦(lnU) (Theorem 2 in [16]) for online interval scheduling. Thus, the competitive
ratio of OKD is lower bounded by

CR � max{⌦(lnU),⌦(ln([\ ))} � 1
2
⌦(lnU) + 1

2
⌦(ln([\ )) = ⌦(ln([U\ )) . (19)

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We focus our experimental results on evaluating the empirical performance of the data-driven
online algorithm (DOA) in Algorithm 3. The worst-case optimized algorithm can be considered as a
special case of DOA by choosing the same optimized threshold function over all instances.

We start our evaluation by demonstrating the essential trade-o�s between average and worst-case
performance in DOA. To do this, we �rst compare the algorithm with multiple baseline algorithms
under a set of hard instances for OKD in §6.1. Then we show the performance of the algorithms
under typical instances from real traces of the online cloud job scheduling in §6.2. Compared
with benchmark algorithms in prior works and our worst-case optimized algorithm, DOA achieves
signi�cant improvement in the average performance at a moderate sacri�ce of its worst-case
guarantees under both hard and typical instances, and thus is of most practical use.

Experimental setup. We set a time horizon of ) = 3000 slots. In each experiment, we test a total
of ! = 1000 instances, which are generated by 50 traces of item sequences (that include item arrival
times, start times, and stay durations) and 20 random trials of item sizes and value densities for each
trace. Each trace is either generated to capture hard instances for OKD in the worst case or sampled
from real application traces. We refer to them as hard instances and typical instances, and detail
how to generate them at the beginning of §6.1 and §6.2, respectively. We evaluate the performance
of an online algorithm by its empirical ratio, which is de�ned as the ratio of rewards from the
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Fig. 3. Empirical performance of data-driven algorithms with di�erent guaranteed competitive ratios.

o�ine algorithm to those of the online algorithm under a given instance. In each experiment,
we sequentially compute the empirical ratios of ! instances of di�erent online algorithms, and
report the average and 99 percentile of the empirical ratios to evaluate the average and worst-case
performances of those algorithms.

Implementation of DOA. Given a target competitive ratio guarantee V , we �rst determine the
feasible parameter set �(V) based on Theorem 3. The target ratio is set as a multiple of the reference
value V̂ = 10 + 12

ln 2 ln(U\ + 1). In the experiments, we implement a discretized version of DOA. In
particular, we discretize �(V) into �̃(V) with a step size of 0.1 and let 3 denote the cardinality
of �̃(V). We refer to each 8 2 [3] as an expert advice (which is equivalent to the selection of a
threshold function). DOA can then be restated as a learning with expert advice problem. At the
beginning of each round ✓ 2 [!], we select an advice 8✓ 2 [3] and execute the instance using the
selected threshold-based algorithm. After observing the whole instance, the rewards of all advices
r✓ := {A✓,8 }82 [3 ] can be evaluated and used to determine the selection of the advice in next round.
In our experiments, the Hedge algorithm [14, 22] is used to determine the advice selection and

it guarantees the regret E
⇥
max82 [3 ]

Õ
✓2 [!] A✓,8 �

Õ
✓2 [!] A✓,8✓

⇤
 $ (

p
! ln3), which is sublinear in

the number of rounds. In Appendix D, we provide the details of DOA, including its implementation,
regret guarantee, and limitations. In the rest of the paper, this DOA is denoted by OA(Won).

6.1 Performance of data-driven online algorithms
Hard instances for OKD. The hard instance has repeated patterns every⇡ +⇡ slots. In each pattern,

the hard instance consists of two batches of items. The �rst batch contains 50 items that have the
shortest duration ⇡ , �xed (normalized) item size 0.05 and value density randomly drawn from
[1, \ ]. Then the second batch arrives and it has 50 items that have duration uniformly drawn from
[⇡,⇡], �xed item size 0.05, �xed value density \ , and starting time that overlaps with the ending
slot of the �rst batch of items. The value density ratio is set \ = 5. The maximum duration is set
⇡ = 500 and we test hard instances with varying U . Note that such instances are hard for OKD
since any algorithm that aggressively admits items in the �rst batch can easily �ll up the knapsack
capacity in the �rst ⇡ slots of each pattern and declines the more valuable second batch of items.
This hardness leads to the lower bound performance of Design-I as shown in Lemma 1. Our �rst
set of empirical results are based on the hard instances that our algorithms are designed for.

6.1.1 Trade-o�s between average and worst-case performances. We start by investigating the impact
of the target ratio V on the performance of OA(Won). Note that V is an important hyper-parameter
for OA(Won). Figure 3(a) illustrates the parameter sets when target ratios are set to 1.2V̂ , 1.4V̂ , and 2V̂
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of di�erent algorithms under hard instances.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of di�erent algorithms under typical instances for cloud job scheduling.

(i.e., solid blue, red, and green lines). As we increase V , we tolerate a looser worst-case guarantee,
in the meantime, we have a larger parameter set �(V) for selecting W , and thus a better chance
to �nd the threshold function that can achieve a better average performance. Figure 3(b) shows
the cumulative density functions (CDFs) of empirical ratios for di�erent V that correspond to the
parameter sets in Figure 3(a). We observe that a looser worst-case guarantee (V = 2V̂) can give
better empirical ratios for most of instances (more than 90%) but has a longer tail in the worst case
as the cost. Figure 3(c) further compares the average and 99 percentile of the empirical ratios with
varying V . The trade-o� between average and worst-case performances can be clearly observed.
In addition, we cannot always achieve a better average performance with a large V . As shown in
Figure 3(c), the average ratio when V = 1.8V̂ is smaller than that when V = 2V̂ . This is because
the best parameter W has already been included in �(1.8V̂) and a further enlarged parameter set
increases the di�culty of learning the best parameter, leading to a worse performance on average.

6.1.2 Performance comparisons with benchmark algorithms. Based on howW is chosen, our proposed
algorithm takes three forms: (i) OA(Won), the DOA that selects W based on the data-driven approach; (ii)
OA(Wwco), the worst-case optimized algorithm that setsWwco = ln(U\+1) for all instances; (iii) OA(Woff),
the average-case optimized algorithm that selects best possible static Woff to minimize the average
reward. Online determination of Woff is impossible since it requires knowledge of all instances
and thus this algorithm is just considered as a reference algorithm for OA(Won). We compare our
proposed algorithms with three other benchmark algorithms. All of them correspond to OA(q) with
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di�erent threshold functions: (i)Greedy is a �rst-come-�rst-served algorithm that equivalently sets
the threshold function to the smallest value density, i.e., q (I) = 1,8I 2 [0,⇠]; (ii) Design-I adopts
q � in Figure 1 and it is equivalent to the algorithm in [32] for the time-expanded OKP; (iii) Design-II
adopts q � � in Figure 1 that is used for OMdK in [29]. Generally speaking, these three algorithms are
increasingly conservative due to their choice of threshold functions. The conservativeness of our
worst-case optimized algorithm OA(Wwco) lies between Design-I and Design-II.

Figure 4(a) compares the CDFs of empirical performances of di�erent algorithms when \ = 5
and U = 2. Under the hard instances, a more conservative algorithm works better among the
three benchmarks since such algorithms prohibit short-duration items from quickly occupying the
knapsack capacities and blocking the followed long items. And the conservative design becomes
increasingly more important as the duration ratio U increases, which is shown in Figures 4(b)
and 4(c). Our worst-case optimized algorithm OA(Wwco) outperforms all the benchmarks in both
average and worst-case performances. Moreover, as U increases, the empirical ratio of Design-I
grows linearly in U while that of OA(Wwco) grows logarithmically, which is consistent with the lower
bound results in Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. Compared with those algorithms with �xed threshold
functions, our proposed data-driven algorithm OA(Won) achieves the best average performance,
which is also close to that of the static o�ine benchmark OA(Woff). This improvement in average
performance is at the sacri�ce of the worst-case performance as shown in Figure 4(c).

6.2 Trace-driven evaluation in online cloud job scheduling
To further validate the bene�t of our proposed algorithms in real-world applications, we evaluate
and compare the performances under typical instances for online cloud job scheduling.

Typical instances from cloud job traces. We extract traces of item sequences from the Google
cluster traces [24]. One key feature from the cloud job traces is that there exist many short jobs
and very few long jobs. To better show the comparisons, we set each time slot to be 10 seconds
and restrict the duration of each job between 10 to 500 slots, i.e., any jobs that are shorter (longer)
than 10 (500) are rounded to 10 (500). In this way, the duration ratio is �xed to U = 50 for all
typical instances. We consider a single server with one-dimension resource (e.g., CPU) and set its
capacity to one. The resource requirement of each job is uniformly drawn from three possible values
F= 2 [0.01, 0.03, 0, 05] and the value of each job is set to E= = b=3=F= , where b= is a uniform random
variable within [1, \ ]. Then we evaluate the algorithms’ average and worst-case performances
when the value density ratio \ varies from 10 to 50.

Figure 5 illustrates the empirical performances of di�erent algorithms under the typical instances.
The behaviors of the algorithms with �xed threshold functions are very di�erent from those under
the hard instances. A more aggressive algorithm generally performs better except Greedy, while our
worst-case optimized algorithm OA(Wwco) is even worse than Greedy. This result is not unexpected
since, even though the few elephant jobs are blocked due to capacity limitation, many mouse
jobs can �ll up the unused capacity, indicating an aggressive algorithm is already a good choice.
Those typical instances are far from the hard instances and thus the algorithms optimized for the
worst case cannot work well. In contrast, our data-driven algorithm OA(Won) adaptively adjusts the
threshold function based on the instances and still outperforms all other benchmarks in the average
performance at a moderate sacri�ce of the worst-case performance.

7 RELATEDWORK
The online knapsack problem. The fundamental di�culty of OKP is �rst shown by [23], which

highlights that without additional assumptions on setup information, no competitive online al-
gorithms can be designed. By assuming the value-to-size ratio of items is bounded within [1, \ ]
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and the item size is in�nitesimal, [33] �rst designs an online threshold-based algorithm for the
(multiple) one-dimensional knapsack and shows it achieves an optimal competitive ratio ⇥(ln\ ).
The follow-up work [32] extends the algorithm in [33] to the online multi-dimensional knapsack
(OMdK) using the same threshold function and shows the competitive ratio is$ (" ln\ ), where" is
the number of dimensions. Then recent paper [29] redesigns the threshold function and obtains an
order-optimal online algorithm for OMdK with a competitive ratio ⇥(ln("\ )). The online knapsack
with departures (OKD) problem is �rst approached by [32]. It treats each time slot in a) -slot horizon
as one dimension of a knapsack and applies the result from OMdK that gives a competitive ratio
$ () ln\ ). Based on the recent OMdK result in [29], this result can be further improved to$ (ln()\ )).
However, all these results depend on the time horizon ) , which can be a undesirable large value.

Online interval scheduling problem. The online interval scheduling (OIS) problem [22], (a.k.a.,
online reservation problem [16] in the operations research community) aims to schedule # jobs
to ( processors. Each job arrives at a random time and requires occupying one processor for a
predetermined interval. Two jobs with overlapped intervals con�ict with each other and must be
placed on di�erent processors. Upon arrival, each job informs the scheduler about its start time
and stay duration, and the scheduler immediately assigns the job to one of the processors with no
con�icts or declines it. The goal is to maximize the aggregate occupation of all processors over
the time horizon. We note that OIS can be considered as a special case of OKD that has a single
knapsack with capacity 1, �xed item size 1/( , and unit value density. Based on the state-of-the-art
result of OIS [16], if the duration of all jobs is bounded within [⇡,⇡] and the number of processors
is large (( ! 1), a randomized algorithm can achieve the optimal competitive ratio ⇥(lnU), where
U = ⇡/⇡ is the duration (�uctuation) ratio. This result basically provides a lower bound ⌦(lnU)
for OKD. However, it is unclear how to extend the algorithm in [16] to the general OKD problem. If
we add the bounded duration assumption to the online threshold-based algorithms in [32] and [29],
we can show their competitive ratios are lower bounded by ⌦(U ln\ ) and ⌦(ln(⇡\ )), respectively
(see Lemma 1 for more details). Thus, there still exist no online algorithms in the literature that can
achieve a competitive ratio $ (ln("U\ )) for OKD.

Other variants to online knapsack problem. There exist many variants of the online knapsack
problems for practical use. To capture the supply cost of using knapsack capacity (e.g., electricity
cost), [18, 28] consider the online knapsack with supply cost, which is a convex function in the
utilization of the knapsack. Some applications essentially have continuous decision variables (e.g.,
the online electric vehicle charging problem). The algorithms and results in OKP can be extended to
continuous decisions under the in�nitesimal item size assumption. Particularly, the classic one-way
trading problem [12] can be considered as a continuous version of the basic OKP, and this connection
has been extended to online fractional multiple knapsacks in [27].

Online primal-dual algorithms. Besides the online threshold-based algorithm (OTA), there exists
an alternative class of online primal-dual algorithms (OPD) [7] that can potentially solve the online
knapsack problems. The most relevant work is Buchbinder and Naor’s paper [6] that designs OPD
for a general online packing problem, which is equivalent to OMdK in the knapsack literature [29, 31].
However, there still exist algorithmic challenges in extending OPD to solve OKD. In particular, the key
step of OPD is to design the dual variable update such that the increment ratio of dual and primal
objectives is bounded, and both primal and (scaled) dual solutions are feasible. In addition, OPD
produces a fractional solution and it needs a randomized rounding procedure to achieve the integral
solution. It is unclear how to design the dual variable update and the randomized rounding in the
setting of OKD with item departures and multiple knapsacks. Further, OPD in [6] replies on di�erent
assumptions and achieves di�erent results compared to OTA (See the di�erence and connections in
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Appendix C for more detail). This di�erence creates di�culties in extending OPD to solve OKD. Thus,
it is non-trivial to extend OKD to the setting of OKD, but it is a promising future direction to explore.

Beyond the worst-case algorithms. Since the online algorithms that are designed for the worst
case are usually too conservative for typical instances in practice, many works design beyond the
worst-case algorithms for OKP and they usually make additional statistical assumptions on the
input instance and present the problems as general resource allocation problems. For example,
some works [1, 10] assume that items arrive in uniformly random order (i.e., random permutation
model). Some others [5, 11, 21] assume that the item information is drawn i.i.d. from an unknown
distribution (i.e., stochastic model). The algorithms from these works generally are designed to �rst
learn the dual variables of the resource constraints by re-solving an optimization problem using
past data [1, 21] or running online learning algorithms [5], and then determine the online allocation
based on the learned dual variables. In addition, some recent works [13, 17] have also considered
item departures in the general context of online allocation with reusable resources. However, the
approaches and results in these works reply on the additional statistical assumptions, and thus are
fundamentally di�erent from our worst-case analysis in this paper.

8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has designed an online algorithm that achieves order-optimal competitive ratios for the
online multi-dimensional multiple knapsacks with departures problem. Our model and algorithms
have generalized the state-of-the-art results in the online knapsack literature and opened the doors
for real-world applications that require such full generality. From our trace-driven experiments,
we have observed that the online algorithms that are optimized for the worst-case instances can
be too conservative when faced with typical instances from real applications. To go beyond the
worst case, we have further designed a data-driven online algorithm that can achieve the good
performance under both worst-case and typical instances. Future works can further investigate
how to improve the exact competitive ratios for online knapsack problems, instead of focusing only
on the order-optimality. In addition, it is also interesting to explore how to provide a theoretical
guarantee on the average-case performance of the original data-driven online algorithm.
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A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
To show the lower bounds of OA(q � ) and OA(q � � ), we construct two instances (one capacity-limited
instance for Design-I and one capacity-free instance for Design-II), and show that CR(OA(q � )) and
CR(OA(q � � )) are at least ⌦(U ln\ ) and ⌦(ln⇡\ ) under the two instances, respectively.

Lower bound of OA(q � ). Consider a capacity-limited instance that consists of two groups of items.
Items in both groups have the same in�nitesimal sizeF and starting time (e.g., slot 1). Each group
has # items such that the capacity can be fully �lled by either group, i.e., #F = ⇠ . Group-1 items
arrive �rst. Each item = requests to stay for ⇡ slots and its item value is equal to the threshold value
of OA(q � ) upon its arrival, i.e., E= = F

Õ
C 2 [⇡ ] q

� (I (=�1)C ) = F⇡q � (I (=�1)1 ). Group-2 items arrive after
Group-1, and each of its items requests to stay for ⇡ slots and has the same valueF⇡\ .
Under above instance, OA(q � ) admits all items in Group-1 that can �ll up the capacity of the

knapsack in the �rst ⇡ slots and declines all Group-2 items due to capacity limits. Then the online
values obtained by OA(q � ) is

ALG
� =

#’
==1

E= = ⇡
#’
==1

Fq � (I (=�1)1 ) ⇡ ⇡
π ⇠

0
q � (D)3D =

⇡⇠\

1 + ln\
. (20)

The o�ine algorithm will only admit Group-2 items and achieve the optimal value OPT� = ⇡⇠\ .
Thus, the competitive ratio of OA(q � ) is at least

CR(OA(q � )) � OPT
�

ALG
�
= U (1 + ln\ ) = ⌦(U ln\ ). (21)

Lower bound of OA(q � � ). Consider a capacity-free instance that has # identical items. Each item
has unit value density 1, �xed in�nitesimal sizeF , starting time in slot 1, and stay duration ⇡ . The
total size of all items can �ll up the capacity ⇠ , i.e., #F = ⇠ .

Under above instance, OA(q � � ) admits items up to utilization

I 0 = argmax
I2 [0,⇠ ]:q� � (I)1

I =
2⇠

log(⇡\ )
, (22)

and achieves a total value ALG� � = ⇡I 0 = 2⇠⇡/(log(⇡\ )). The o�ine algorithm will admit all items
and achieve the optimal value OPT� � = ⇠⇡ . Thus, the competitive ratio of OA(q � � ) is at least

CR(OA(q � � )) � OPT
� �

ALG
� �

=
log(⇡\ )

2
= ⌦(ln⇡\ ). (23)

B PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Compared to the proof of Theorem 1, we note Lemma 2 still holds in the multi-dimensional
setting. Therefore, to prove Theorem 4, we only need to prove the multi-dimensional counterpart
of Lemma 3, which bounds the competitive ratio C̃R: of each ancillary problem OKD: , which is a
single multi-dimensional knapsack with departures. Thus, we next prove the following lemma.

L���� 4. Under Assumptions 2, 4, and 5, if the threshold function qW::< is given by Equation (18)
with W: 2 (ln 2, +1) and the item size is upper bounded by Y:<  ⇠:< ln 2/W: ,8: 2 [ ],< 2 [": ],
the competitive ratio of OTA: is

C̃R: (W: ) = 3 ·max
⇢
1 + 2

ln 2
W: ,

2
ln 2

· U:[:\:W:
exp((W: � ln 2)/2) � 1

�
. (24)
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We can apply the same partitioning procedure and then focus on analyzing the worst-case ratio
of OPT(N⌘)/ALG(Ñ⌘),8⌘ 2 [� ]. Consider the following two cases.
Case I: capacity-free case. The �nal utilizations of all dimensions in ["] across all time slots in
T̂⌘ := T⌘ [ T⌘+1 are far from reaching the capacity, i.e., I (# )

<C  ⇠< � Y<,8< 2 ["], C 2 T̂⌘ .
In this case, the only reason why one item is rejected by OTA is that it fails to pass the threshold

check. Then OPT(N⌘) and ALG(Ñ⌘) can be connected via the �nal utilization {I (# )
<C }<2 [" ],C 2T̂⌘ . We

�rst show that ALG(Ñ⌘) is lower bounded.

P���������� 4. In Case I, the value of items in Ñ⌘ admitted by OTA is lower bounded by

ALG(Ñ⌘) � ln 2
2W

’
C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
<C )⇠< . (25)

P����. Since q< (0) = 0, we can have’
C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
<C )⇠< =

’
C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

’
=2N

⇠< [q< (I (=)<C ) � q (I
(=�1)
<C )]

=
’

C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

’
=2Ñ⌘

⇠< [q< (I (=)<C ) � q (I
(=�1)
<C )]


’

=2Ñ⌘

’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

⇠< [q< (I (=)<C ) � q (I
(=�1)
<C )] . (26)

Let �ALG= denote the increment of OTA due to processing item =. Thus, �ALG= = 0 if item = is
declined and �ALG= = E= if it is admitted. We next show

Õ
C 2T=

Õ
<2 [" ] ⇠< [q< (I (=)<C )�q (I

(=�1)
<C )] 

(2W/ln 2)�ALG=,8= 2 Ñ⌘ in the following two sub-cases.

Case I(a). When item = is declined by OTA, we have I (=)<C = I (=�1)<C ,8C 2 T=,< 2 ["] and thus
’

C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

⇠< [q< (I (=)<C ) � q< (I (=�1)<C )] = 0  2W
ln 2

�ALG= . (27)

Case I(b). When item = is admitted by OTA, we have I (=)<C = I (=�1)<C +F=<,8C 2 T=,< 2 ["], and’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

⇠< [q< (I (=)<C ) � q< (I (=�1)<C )]

=
’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

⇠<

"
exp

 
(I (=�1)<C +F=<)W

⇠<

!
� exp

 
I (=�1)<C W

⇠<

!#
(28a)

=
’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

⇠< exp

 
I (=�1)<C W

⇠<

! 
exp

✓
F=<W

⇠<

◆
� 1

�
(28b)


’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

⇠< exp

 
I (=�1)<C W

⇠<

!
· F=<W
ln 2⇠<

(28c)

=
W

ln 2

’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

F=< exp

" 
I (=�1)<C W

⇠<

!
� 1

#
+ W

ln 2

’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

F=< (28d)

=
W

ln 2

’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

F=<q< (I (=�1)<C ) + W

ln 2
3=

’
<2 [" ]

F=< (28e)

 W

ln 2
E= +

W

ln 2
E= =

2W
ln 2

�ALG= . (28f)
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Inequality (28c) holds since F=<W
⇠< ln 2  Y<W

⇠< ln 2  1 based on the additional condition on the item
size in Theorem 4. The last inequality (28f) is due to the decision rule in themulti-dimensional settingÕ
C 2T=

Õ
<2 [" ] F=<q< (I (=�1)<C )  E= when item= can pass the threshold check, and3=

Õ
<2 [" ] F=< 

E= is based on Assumption 4.
Combining above equations gives’

C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
<C )⇠< 

’
=2Ñ⌘

2W
ln 2

�ALG= =
2W
ln 2

ALG(Ñ⌘),

which completes the proof. ⇤

Next, we show the o�ine optimal value of items in N⌘ is upper bounded.

P���������� 5. In Case I, the value of items in N⌘ admitted by the o�ine algorithm is upper
bounded by

OPT(N⌘)  ALG(N⌘) +
’

C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
<C )⇠< . (29)

P����. Let S⌘ \ S⌘⇤ denote the set of items in N⌘ that are admitted by both online algorithm
OTA and the o�ine algorithm and S⌘⇤ \ S⌘ denote the set of items that are declined by OTA but
admitted by the o�ine algorithm. We have’

=2S⌘\S⌘⇤
E=  ALG(N⌘), (30)’

=2S⌘⇤\S⌘
E= 

’
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘

’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

F=<q< (I (=�1)<C ) (31)


’

=2S⌘⇤\S⌘

’
C 2T=

’
<2 [" ]

F=<q< (I (# )
<C )

=
’

C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
<C )

’
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘ :C 2T=

F=<


’

C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
<C )⇠<,

where the �rst inequality in (31) holds since the item fails to pass the threshold check, and the
last inequality holds since the items admitted by the o�ine algorithm cannot exceed the knapsack
capacity in any dimension, i.e.,

Õ
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘ :C 2T= F=<  ⇠<,8< 2 ["].

Thus, we have

OPT(N⌘) =
’

=2S⌘\S⌘⇤
E= +

’
=2S⌘⇤\S⌘

E=  ALG(N⌘) +
’

C 2T̂⌘

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
<C )⇠<, (32)

which completes the proof. ⇤

Combining Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 gives

OPT(N⌘)
ALG(Ñ⌘)


ALG(N⌘) + Õ

C 2T̂⌘
Õ
<2 [" ] q< (I (# )

<C )⇠<
ALG(Ñ⌘)

 1 + 2
ln 2

W . (33)

Case II: capacity-limited case. There exists at least one time slot C 0 2 T̂⌘ whose utilization in
one dimension<0 2 ["] approaches the knapsack capacity, i.e., ⇠<0 � Y<0 < I (# )

<0C 0  ⇠<0 .

P���������� 6. In Case II, the value of items in Ñ⌘ admitted by OTA is lower bounded by

ALG(Ñ⌘) � ln 2⇠<0⇡

W


exp

✓
W � ln 2

2

◆
� 1

�
, (34)

where<0 = argmin<2 [" ] ⇠< .
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P����. In this case, if there exists one slot (say C 0) whose utilization in one dimension (say<0)
approaches the capacity, then the �nal utilization of dimension<0 in the worst-case is also in the
pattern illustrated in Figure 2. Then based on Proposition 4, ALG(Ñ⌘) is lower bounded by

ALG(Ñ⌘) � ln 2
2W


(2⇡ � 2)q<0

✓
⇠<0 � Y<0

2

◆
+ q<0 (⇠<0 � Y<0)

�
⇠<0 (35a)

� ln 2⇠<0⇡

W
q<0

✓
⇠<0 � Y<0

2

◆
(35b)

� ln 2⇠<0⇡

W


exp

✓
W � ln 2

2

◆
� 1

�
, (35c)

which is minimized when<0 = argmin<2 [" ] ⇠< . This completes the proof. ⇤

In Case II, since the value density is upper bounded by \ . The total value of 2⇡ slots with total
size of items

Õ
<2 [" ] ⇠< is thus upper bounded by

OPT(N⌘)  2\⇡
’

<2 [" ]
⇠< . (36)

Thus, in Case II, we have
OPT(N⌘)
ALG(Ñ⌘)

 2
ln 2

· [U\W

exp((W � ln 2)/2) � 1
, (37)

where [ =
Õ
<2 [" ] ⇠</(min<2 [" ] ⇠<).

Summarizing the results from the two cases, the competitive ratio of OTA is

C̃R(W) = 3max
⇢
1 + 2

ln 2
W,

2[U\
ln 2

· W

exp((W � ln 2)/2) � 1

�
. (38)

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Based on Lemma 4, we can choose Ŵ: = 2 ln([:U:\: + 1) + ln 2,8: 2 [ ] and this gives

C̃R: (Ŵ: ) = max
⇢
9 + 12

ln 2
ln([:U:\: + 1), 6 + 12

ln 2
ln([:U:\: + 1)

�
= $ (ln(U:\: )),8: 2 [ ] . (39)

Then the competitive ratio of OA(qW ) is C̃R = 1 +max:2 [ ] C̃R: (Ŵ: ) = $ (ln([U\ )).

C THRESHOLD-BASED ALGORITHMS VS. ONLINE PRIMAL-DUAL ALGORITHMS
The online primal-dual algorithm (OPD) and the online threshold-based algorithm (OTA) rely on
di�erent assumptions and achieve di�erent competitive results. In the following, we show the
di�erences and connections between the two algorithms.

The online packing problem, or the online multi-dimensional knapsack problem (OMdK), solved
by OPD in [6] is a special case of OKD and can be formulated as a linear program

max
G=

’
=2 [# ]

E=G=, (40a)

s.t.
’

=2 [# ]
F=<G=  ⇠<,8< 2 ["], (40b)

G= 2 {0, 1},8= 2 [# ], (40c)

where< 2 ["] is the index for knapsack dimension and= 2 [# ] is the index for items. In the online
knapsack literature [29, 31], we commonly assume the value density is bounded E=/(

Õ
<2 [" ] F=<) 2

[1, \ ] since the value density is usually the most critical parameter in knapsack problems regardless
of online or o�ine settings. \ can be considered as the ratio of the maximum to minimum value
density. For clear comparison, we present the threshold-based algorithm for the OMdK in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Online Threshold-based Algorithm for Online Multi-dimensional Knapsack
1: input: threshold function q := {q< (·)}<2 [" ] , capacity {⇠<}<2 [" ] ;
2: output: admission decision G= ;
3: initialization: utilization I (0)< = 0,8< 2 ["];
4: for item = = 1, . . . ,# do
5: observe item value E= and size {F=<}<2 [" ] ;
6: determine a threshold value � =

Õ
<2 [" ] F=<q< (I (=�1)< );

7: if E= > � and I (=�1)< +F=<  ⇠<,8< 2 ["] then
8: admit the item and set G= = 1;
9: else
10: decline the item and set G= = 0.
11: end if
12: update utilization I (=)< = I (=�1)< +F=<G=,8< 2 ["].
13: end for

This algorithm can achieve the competitive ratio $ (ln([\ )), where [ =
Õ
<2 [" ] ⇠</min<2 [" ] ⇠<

is the capacity variation. Its proof is similar to that of Theorem 4 by omitting the partitioning
procedure. For completeness, the result can be summarized as the following lemma.

L���� 5. Under Assumptions 4 and 5, there exists W = $ (ln([\ )), if the item size is upper bounded
by Y<  ⇠< ln 2/W,8< 2 ["], and the threshold function qW = {qW<}<2 [" ] is given by

q< (I) = exp(IW/⇠<) � 1,8< 2 ["], (41)

then the competitive ratio of Algorithm 4 is $ (ln([\ )).

In the online packing problem, the value of each item is usually set to be identical. For example,
in the online virtual circuits routing problem (See §5.2 in [6]), the value of each virtual circuit
is identical and equal to 1, i.e., E= = 1,8= 2 [# ]. In this problem, the most crucial parameters
are Fmax

< = max=2 [# ] F=< and Fmin
< = min=2 [# ]:F=<<0F=< that represent the maximum and

minimal item size in each dimension. The OPD can achieve a competitive ratio of $ (log" +
logmax<2 [" ]

Fmax
<

Fmin
<

) (See Theorem 3.1 in [6]).
Although relying on di�erent assumptions, OPD and OTA can be connected. We can in fact apply

OTA to the setting of the OPD and achieve a slightly better competitive ratio guarantee. First, we
normalize the item size of each dimension by its capacity and considerF=</⇠< as the size of item =
in dimension<. In this way, the capacities of all dimensions are normalized to 1. Then the capacity
variation becomes [ = " and the value density becomes E=/(

Õ
<2 [" ] F=</⇠<). In addition, the

value density is bounded from below and above by
E=Õ

<2 [" ] F=</⇠<
 E=Õ

<2 [" ] min=2 [# ]:F=<<0F=</⇠<
=

E=Õ
<2 [" ] F

min
< /⇠<

, (42)

E=Õ
<2 [" ] F=</⇠<

� E=Õ
<2 [" ] max=2 [# ] F=</⇠<

=
E=Õ

<2 [" ] F
max
< /⇠<

. (43)

Therefore, the variation of value density is upper bounded by

\ =

E=Õ
<2 [" ] F

min
< /⇠<

E=Õ
<2 [" ] F

max
< /⇠<

=

Õ
<2 [" ] F

max
< /⇠<Õ

<2 [" ] F
min
< /⇠<

 max
<2 [" ]

Fmax
<

Fmin
<

. (44)
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Thus, OTA can achieve a competitive ratio of $ (ln("\ )) that is better than the ratio $ (log" +
logmax<2 [" ]

Fmax
<

Fmin
<

) achieved by the OPD.
In addition, OTA can achieve the same result as the OPD in a special case of the online packing

problem with sparse demand requests. In the special case, the values of all items are identical, i.e.,
E= = E,8= 2 [# ] and all item sizes are binary, i.e., F=< 2 {0, 1}. Let ⇤ = max=2 [# ]

Õ
<2 [" ] F=<

denote the sparsity parameter, i.e., maximum number of dimensions used by each item. The OPD
in [6] achieves a competitive ratio of$ (ln⇤) when the capacity is large enough⇠< � $ (ln⇤),8< 2
["] based on the results of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 5.4 in [6] for the integral version of the online
packing. We can show that Algorithm 4 can also achieve a competitive ratio of $ (ln⇤).

L���� 6. If all item sizes are binary F=< 2 {0, 1} and item size is small compared to capacity
with ⇠< � W/ln 2, the competitive ratio of Algorithm 4 is $ (ln⇤) when the threshold function is

q< (I) = E

⇤
[exp(IW/⇠<) � 1],8< 2 ["], (45)

where W = ln(⇤ + 1).

P���� �� L���� 6. The proof is similar to that of the capacity-free case in Lemma 3. There is
no capacity-limited case because the threshold check in Algorithm 4 can already guarantee no
violations of the capacity constraints. To be precise, suppose one dimension<0 reaches the capacity
⇠< after processing item =0. Then any item = that comes after =0 and requests dimension<0 (i.e.,
F=<0 = 1) will face a threshold value in Algorithm 4

� =
’

<2 [" ]
F=<q< (I (=�1)< ) � F=<0q<0 (I (=�1)<0 ) = q<0 (⇠<0) = E . (46)

Therefore, the item = cannot pass the threshold check and the capacity violation is avoided. We
next show that values obtained by Algorithm 4 and o�ine algorithm under the same instance I
are lower bounded and upper bounded, respectively.

The value of admitted items by Algorithm 4 is lower bounded by

ALG(I) � ln 2
2W

’
<2 [" ]

q< (I (# )
< )⇠<, (47)

where I (# )
< is the �nal utilization of dimension< after processing the # items in I.

Since q< (0) = 0,8< 2 ["], we have
’

<2 [" ]
q< (I (# )

< )⇠< =
’

=2 [# ]

’
<2 [" ]

[q< (I (=)< ) � q< (I (=�1)< )]⇠< . (48)

Next we show that
Õ
<2 [" ] [q< (I (=)< ) �q< (I (=�1)< )]⇠<  2W

ln 2�ALG= , where �ALG= is the increment
of Algorithm 4 by processing item =. �ALG= = E if item = is admitted and �ALG= = 0 otherwise.

Case I. When item = is declined, we have I (=)< = I (=�1)< ,8< 2 ["], and thus

’
<2 [" ]

[q< (I (=)< ) � q< (I (=�1)< )]⇠< = 0  2W
ln 2

�ALG= . (49)
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Case II. When item = is admitted, we have I (=)< = I (=�1)< +F=<,8< 2 ["], and thus’
<2 [" ]

[q< (I (=)< ) � q< (I (=�1)< )]⇠< =
’

<2 [" ]

E⇠<
⇤

exp(I (=�1)< W/⇠<) [exp(F=<W/⇠<) � 1] (50a)


’

<2 [" ]

E⇠<
⇤

exp(I (=�1)< W/⇠<)
F=<W

⇠< ln 2
(50b)

=
W

ln 2

’
<2 [" ]

F=<q< (I (=�1)< ) + EW

⇤ ln 2

’
<2 [" ]

F=< (50c)

 W

ln 2
· E + EW

⇤ ln 2
· ⇤ =

2W
ln 2

�ALG=, (50d)

where Equation (50b) holds sinceF=<W/(⇠< ln 2)  1 based on the assumption, and Equation (50d)
holds because

Õ
<2 [" ] F=<q< (I (=�1)< )  E if item = is admitted, and the maximum number of

non-zero dimension is ⇤, i.e.,
Õ
<2 [" ] F=<  ⇤.

Thus, we can have ALG(I) = Õ
=2 [# ] �ALG= � ln 2

2W
Õ
<2 [" ] q< (I (# )

< )⇠< .
Based on the same arguments as Proposition 2, we can also show the value of o�ine algorithm

is upper bounded by

OPT(I)  ALG(I) +
’

<2 [" ]
q< (I (# )

< )⇠< . (51)

Finally, by combining Equations (47) and (51), the competitive ratio of Algorithm 4 is

OPT(I)
ALG(I) 

ALG(I) + Õ
<2 [" ] q< (I (# )

< )⇠<
ALG(I)  1 + 2W

ln 2
= $ (ln⇤). (52)

⇤

D IMPLEMENTATION OF DISCRETIZED DATA-DRIVEN ONLINE ALGORITHMS
Classical online algorithms are optimized for the worst-case instance; however, in practice, the
worst-case rarely occurs and the average-case performance of online algorithms is often even
worse than simple heuristics (e.g., greedy algorithms). Thus, this paper aims to propose a viable
data-driven online algorithm (DOA) to improve the average-case performance while still providing
worst-case guarantees. This approach generally consists of two steps: (i) constructing a class of
parameterized online algorithms, each of which has a bounded competitive ratio; and (ii) adaptively
selecting the online algorithm from the constructed algorithm class to optimize the average-case
performance. In this paper, the �rst step has been completed in Theorem 3. The threshold-based
algorithms have bounded competitive ratio V as long as the parameter of the threshold function is
selected from the parameter set �(V). In the following, we provide a viable approach for the second
step by discretization and show the average-case performance. Finally, we discuss the limitations
of this discretized DOA.

Algorithm implementation. In the experiments, we implement a discretized version of the DOA.
In particular, we discretize �(V) into �̃(V) with step size of 0.1. Let 3 denote the cardinality of the
discretized parameter set �̃(V) and [3] := {1, . . . ,3} denote the set of indices. In this discretized
problem, we can alternatively use index 8 2 [3] to represent the selected threshold function instead
of parameter W 2 �̃(V), and refer to 8 as an expert advice. Thus, we can restate the DOA as an
exponential weights algorithm (or Hedge algorithm) [14] in Algorithm 5. This algorithm selects
expert advice 8✓ (that is equivalent to the selection of a threshold function) at the beginning of each
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Algorithm 5 Data-driven online algorithm (DOA) via Hedge algorithm

1: input: parameter set �̃(V) indexed by [3], learning rate a ;
2: output: parameter selection {8✓ }✓2 [!] ;
3: initialization: initial selection probability p1 := {?1,8 }82 [3 ] = [1/3, . . . , 1/3];
4: for round ✓ = 1, . . . , ! do
5: draw parameter 8✓ from probability distribution p✓ ;
6: observe reward r✓ := {A✓,8 }82 [3 ] and collect the reward A✓,8✓ ;
7: update p✓ by ?✓+1,8 =

?✓ ,8 exp(aA✓ ,8 )Õ
92 [3 ] ?✓ ,9 exp(aA✓ ,9 ) ,88 2 [3].

8: end for

round ✓ 2 [!]. Then the rewards of all expert advices can be observed r✓ := {A✓,8 }82 [3 ] but only the
reward of advice 8✓ is collected by the algorithm.

Average-case performance. Following the classic results of the expert problem (e.g., Corollary 2.2
in [8]), the average-case performance of the DOA can be evaluated by the regret as follows.

L���� 7. Assume the per-round reward is bounded 0  A✓,8  Ā ,8✓ 2 [!], 8 2 [3] and the learning
rate is set to a =

p
2 ln3/(Ā 2!), the regret of Algorithm 5 is

E

266664
max
82 [3 ]

’
✓2 [!]

A✓,8 �
’
✓2 [!]

A✓,8✓

377775
 Ā

p
2! ln3 . (53)

Since the regret is sublinear in the number of rounds !, the average reward of Algorithm 5
approaches the reward obtained by the algorithm with a �xed threshold function selected in
hindsight as ! ! 1.
Note that the regret is logarithmic in 3 and depends on the granularity of discretization and

system parameters. In more detail, 3 = d 3̂1X e ⇥ · · · ⇥ d 3̂ X e, where X is the step size of discretization
and 3̂: is the length of the :-th coordinate of the original parameter set �(V). Based on Theorem 3,
3̂: can be upper bounded by

3̂: = ln 2 ·min
⇢ (V � 4)

6
,
⇠:
Y:

�
� (V � 1)Z: + 2,

✓ (V � 1)Z:
2
p
2

exp
✓ (V � 1)Z:

2

◆◆

 ln 2(V � 1)
6


1 + 1

U:\:

�
,

where Z: := � ln 2/(6U:\: ) and, (·) is the Lambert, function. This upper bound increases
linearly in the target competitive ratio V and decreases in the knapsack parameter U:\: since the
knapsack with large U:\: dominates the worst-case ratio and thus gives less �exibility for parameter
tuning. Let 3̄ = max:2 [ ] 3̂: . Then the cardinality of the discretized set �̃(V) is upper bounded by
3  (3̄/X) . Therefore, the regret of the DOA can also be upper bounded by Ā

p
2! ln(3̄/X), which

is sublinear in the number of knapsacks  but increases when a �ner grained step size X is chosen.

Limitations of implementing the discretized problem. Algorithm 5 is based on the discretization
of the original parameter set �(V). The discretized problem can more accurately approximate the
original problem by adopting a smaller step size X while this will result in a larger parameter set
3 and thus a slower speed of learning the threshold function based on the regret bound (53). In
this paper, we choose to set X = 0.1 to balance the approximation accuracy and learning speed in
our numerical tests. In the problems with large 3 , it may become even computationally di�cult to
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obtain the full information feedback (i.e., the reward of all possible expert advice r✓ ) in each round.
We can resort to the EXP3 algorithm [2] that only requires bandit information feedback (i.e., the
reward of the selected parameter A✓,8✓ ) in such settings.

An alternative implementation of DOA is to design online learning algorithms to directly learn the
parameter W from the original continuous parameter set �(V). However, it is challenging to provide
theoretical regret bounds in this setting. Particularly, the regret analysis requires understanding the
special properties (e.g., Lipschitz-continuous) of the per-round reward (as a function of the selected
parameter W ). The per-round rewards of our online knapsack problem are in general piecewise
Lipschitz functions, which su�er linear regret bounds without additional conditions [9]. Thus, it
remains an open question to design sublinear regret online learning algorithm from the original
continuous parameter set. A promising direction is to follow recent works on data-driven algorithm
designs via online learning [3, 4] that identify additional properties (e.g., dispersion) of the reward
function to improve the regret analysis.
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